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1.0 General Description                                       
 
Powered by a high torque 24-volt DC motor, the self-propelled car transports up to 15 kg loads over unrestricted 
vertical and horizontal distances. To accommodate various types of payloads, a range of containers and inserts are 
available. Cars operate independently and simultaneously, each having a unique identifier for real-time tracking by the 
central computer. Motor control is solid state with no relay and gentle soft-start ramps car speed reducing stress on 
drive train components, noise reduction and positioning accuracy. 
 
2.0 Car Features                                                   
 

■ Cars are equipped with a patented proximity stopping system. In operation, the device causes a 
following car to stop momentarily prior to contact with a preceding car. 

 
■ Front and rear car bumpers incorporate a pressure sensitive ‘safety’ switch. Touching the bumper 

automatically stops the car. 
 

■ Car chassis mounted optical transceivers bi-directionally communicate optically with track mounted 
transceivers transmitting car identity and mission status. 

 
■ Car ‘gear disengagement’ feature quickly frees a car from the gear-racked portion of the track, 

allowing maintenance personnel to freely move the car within the track profile.   
 
■ T4 motor control is solid state SMT Technology with no relay. Two speed jog when controlled by the 

Run-Stop-Reverse switch. 
 
■ Highly visible LED’s on the car chassis provide maintenance with a quick diagnose tool to correct car 

problems. 
 

3.0 Optional Car Features                                    
 

■ Electronic Lock: Cars may be equipped with optional electronic container locks to provide maximum 
security for contents.  

 
■ Pivoting insert is a multi-purpose, stainless steel pivot basket for transport of lab specimens or 

samples. The insert maintains a horizontal orientation while the vehicle transitions between vertical & 
horizontal modes of travel.  

 
■ Stainless steel hermetically sealed pivot lab container contains spillage or contamination within the lab 

container. 
 

 


